EMERGENCY CONTACT FROM HOME TO MISSION TEAMMATE:
Many US wireless carriers have service in Guatemala. Check with your carrier for availability
and rates so if your family needs to contact you in an extreme emergency back home, they do not
have to locate nor depend on new numbers. That being said, one of the values of being away is
the total commitment to the mission and what God has in store for you. It is counter productive
to be on the phone to back home during the time there. Data use will become astronomical in
cost! Fraud can be an issue with using the phone there. I will have my cell phone, Dr. T. Bob
Davis, 214-236-1652 and can be reached in a true emergency, most times and places we will be,
given the limited cell service in some areas of the mountains.
The following will apply to emergency calls to Dr. T. Bob’s cell:
In case of death or unquestionable emergency that requires team member to return home
urgently, prior to scheduled return, please be prepared with the following information before
calling;
1. An airline flight that is ready and held for your (not included in the cost of the mission
fee) purchase after notifying Dr. T. Bob and getting his arrangements for transportation
from our Clinic to GUA airport committed.
2. Your condition details for Dr. Davis to clearly agree to/arrange for such a sudden change.
3. Text cell phone release of T. Bob Productions from liability once team member departs
Clinic/mission group.
4. Call Dr. T. Bob on his cell 214-236-1652. Generally speaking, from a USA cell phone,
you do not have to dial any long distance pre-fixes from your cell phone. Our GUA time
does not change to Daylight Savings Time like USA. Our week time will be equivalent to
Mountain Savings Time, one hour earlier than Texas time. For example, if you call from
Texas at 7 am it will be 6 am in GUA; call at noon Texas time it will be 11 am in GUA.
Please avoid calls during the middle of the night as the whole dorm will be awakened,
from Midnight Texas time (11pm GUA) until 8 am Texas time (7 am GUA). There is
nothing we can do during the night there as all the country is closed down!
5. Should the emergency occur on the last day or so of the trip, it may be in everyone’s best
interest to save the notification for the teammate’s arrival back home, where much better
conditions exist for such info sharing. Thank you for understanding!
Hospital Address:
Tel.: 011 502 4570-5004
Sector 3 Lote 28 Aldea Llano de la Virgen. San Raimundo. Guatemala. 01060.
NOTICE: ALL TEAM MEMBERS SHOULD COPY THIS EMERGENCY INFO AND GIVE
TO FAMILY WHEN SUBMITTING THEIR APPLICATION.

